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Abstract
Matrices whose entries belong to certain rings of algebraic integers are known to be
associated with discrete groups of transformations of inversive n-space or hyperbolic
n 1-space Hn1. In particular, groups operating in the hyperbolic plane or hyperbolic
3-space may be represented by 2 2 matrices whose entries are rational integers or real
or imaginary quadratic integers. The theory is extended here to groups operating in H 4
or H 5 and matrices over one of the three basic systems of quaternionic integers. Qua-
ternionic modular groups are shown to be subgroups of the rotation groups of regular
honeycombs of H 4 and H 5. For four-dimensional groups the division ring of quatern-
ions is treated as a Cliord algebra. Results in hyperbolic 5-space derive from the
homeomorphism of inversive 4-space and the quaternionic projective line. Ó 1999
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1. Introduction
Projective linear groups associated with invertible 2 2 matrices over a
suitable ring of real or complex algebraic integers have geometric realizations
as discrete groups of isometries of the hyperbolic plane or hyperbolic 3-space.
Of particular interest are the ring Z of rational integers and its extensions
G  Zi and E  Zx, the rings of Gaussian and Eisenstein quadratic
integers.
Felix Klein [18, pp. 120, 121] proved that the modular group PSL2Z is
isomorphic to the group of rotations of the regular hyperbolic tessellation
f3;1g. Fricke and Klein [12, pp. 76–93] identified the Gaussian modular group
PSL2G (the ‘‘Picard group’’) with a subgroup of the rotation group of the
regular honeycomb {3, 4, 4} of H 3. Schulte and Weiss [23, p. 246] showed that
the Eisenstein modular group PSL2E is isomorphic to a subgroup of the ro-
tation group of the regular honeycomb {3, 3, 6}. Elsewhere [17] we have dealt
with these and other linear fractional groups over rings of real and complex
integers. Here we show how projective groups associated with 2 2 matrices
over any of the three basic systems of quaternionic integers can be realized as
discrete groups operating in hyperbolic 4-space or 5-space. Quaternionic
modular groups occur as subgroups of the rotation groups of the regular
honeycomb {3, 4, 3, 4} of H 4 and the regular honeycombs f3; 4; 3; 3; 4g and
{3, 3, 3, 4, 3} of H 5.
The relevant geometric groups are subgroups of discrete groups generated
by reflections, i.e., Coxeter groups. A Coxeter group P is generated by reflec-
tions q0; q1; . . . ; qn in the facets of a polytope P each of whose dihedral angles is
a submultiple of p. If the angle between the ith and jth facets is p=pij, the
product of reflections qi and qj is a rotation of period pij. A Coxeter group is
thus defined by the relations
qiqjpij  1 06 i6 j6 n; pii  1:
If two facets are parallel, the corresponding relation with pij  1 may be
omitted.
A Coxeter group P is conveniently denoted by its Coxeter diagram, a graph
whose nodes represent the generators of P. Nodes i and j are joined by a branch
marked ‘pij’ if the period of the product of the ith and jth generators is pij,
except that when pij  3, the mark is customarily omitted, and when pij  2,
the nodes are not joined; in the latter case, the corresponding generators
commute.
A Coxeter group is said to be spherical, Euclidean, or hyperbolic according as
it is generated by reflections in the facets of a convex polytope in spherical,
Euclidean, or hyperbolic space. It is finitary if this polytope has finite content.
If in addition each subgroup generated by all but one of the reflections is
spherical, the group is compact. If each such subgroup is either spherical or
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Euclidean, including at least one of the latter, it is paracompact. If at least one
such subgroup is hyperbolic, it is hypercompact.
Each element of a Coxeter group P is an isometry of the underlying space.
Those elements that are products of an even number of reflections constitute
the direct subgroup P, of index 2. The product of two reflections is a rotation,
a pararotation, or a translation according as the mirrors intersect, are parallel,
or have a common perpendicular. A Coxeter group whose diagram has one or
more branches with even marks will also have one or more ‘‘ionic’’ subgroups
generated by a mixture of reflections and such direct isometries (see [7, Sections
4.4 and 9.5; 17, Section 2]).
Since the discovery of quaternions by Sir William Rowan Hamilton in 1843,
the properties of various systems of integral quaternions have been investigated
by Hamilton himself, Rudolf Lipschitz [19], Adolf Hurwitz [16], Leonard Eu-
gene Dickson [8,9], and others. Jean Dieudonne [10] developed a general theory
of determinants over noncommutative rings, applicable in particular to qua-
ternionic matrices. Patrick Du Val [11] described all finite groups of quaternions.
William Cliord [4] defined a family of associative algebras Cn over R
generated, for n > 0, by elements is 16 s6 n, with i 2s  ÿ1 for each s and
isir  ÿiris for r 6 s. The Cliord algebra C0 is R itself; C1 is the complex field
C; C2 is the division ring H of quaternions. Theodor Vahlen [24] showed that
Mobius transformations in inversive n-space In can be represented as linear
fractional transformations over Cnÿ1. Lars Ahlfors [1] identified Mobius
transformations of In (or direct isometries of H n1) with certain 2 2 ‘‘Cliord
matrices’’ over Cnÿ1. John Wilker [27] showed that for n6 4 such transfor-
mations can also be represented by 2 2 matrices over H.
When the entries of a Cliord matrix are integral linear combinations of the
unit elements, corresponding groups of transformations of In or Hn1 are
discrete (though not always derivable from Coxeter groups). For n  1 we have
the rational modular group PSL2Z and for n  2 the Gaussian modular
group PSL2G  PSL2Zi. The case of n  3 has been considered by
Maclachlan et al. [20], who give a presentation for an analogous group over the
quaternionic ring Zi; j.
2. Quaternions and quaternionic matrices
The division ring H of quaternions can be constructed as a two-dimensional
noncommutative algebra Cj over the complex field C, where j2  ij2  ÿ1,
and ji  ÿij. Corresponding to the complex 2-vectors
1  1; 0; i  i; 0; j  0; 1; k  0; i;
with multiplication of vectors defined so that i2  j2  k2  ijk  ÿ1, we have
the complex duplex matrices
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12  1 00 1
 
; i2  i 00 ÿ i
 
; j2  0 1ÿ1 0
 
; k2  0 ii 0
 
;
which serve as a basis for a matrix algebra C2 isomorphic to the quaternions.
An arbitrary quaternion
q  q0  q1i q2j q3k  q0  q1i  q2  q3ij
can be represented by the complex duplex matrix
Q  q01 q1i q2j q3k2 
q0  q1i q2  q3i
ÿq2  q3i q0 ÿ q1i
 
2:1
([25, pp. 340, 341; 21, pp. 196, 197]). It will be convenient to use the same
symbol Q to denote a quaternion as well as the corresponding duplex matrix.
The conjugate of a given quaternion Q  q0  q1i q2j q3k is the qua-
ternion ~Q  q0 ÿ q1iÿ q2jÿ q3k, which is represented by the antitranspose
(Hermitian conjugate) matrix
~Q  Q_  q0 ÿ q1i ÿq2 ÿ q3i
q2 ÿ q3i q0  q1i
 
: 2:2
To avoid confusion with complex conjugates, we write the quaternion conju-
gate of Q as ~Q rather than Q. A quaternion Q is real if and only if ~Q  Q. A
quaternion Q has norm
NQ  jQj2  Q ~Q  q20  q21  q22  q23; 2:3
which is the determinant of Q as a duplex matrix, and trace
SQ  Q ~Q  2q0; 2:4
which is the trace of Q as a duplex matrix. The absolute value jQj of a qua-
ternion Q is the square root of its norm. A quaternion of norm 1 is a unit
quaternion, and one of trace 0 is a pure quaternion. Any two quaternions
P  p0  p1i p2j p3k and Q  q0  q1i q2j q3k, regarded as real 4-vec-
tors, have a scalar product
P  Q  1
2
P ~Q Q ~P   p0q0  p1q1  p2q2  p3q3 2:5
[6, p. 70]. A nonzero quaternion Q has an inverse
Qÿ1  jQjÿ2 ~Q: 2:6
The set of all nonzero quaternions, or 2 2 invertible complex duplex matri-
ces, forms a multiplicative group, the quaternionic general scalar group
GLH  GL2C. The unit quaternions constitute the special scalar group
SLH  SL2C, which is isomorphic to the special unitary group SU2 [21,
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p. 197]. The center of GLH is the central scalar group GZH of nonzero real
quaternions, and the center of SLH is the special central scalar group
SZH  hÿ1i. The central quotient group GLH/GZH  SLH/SZH is
the group InnH of inner automorphisms of H, isomorphic to the projective
special unitary group PSU2.
A 2 2 quaternionic matrix
M  A;B; C;D  A B
C D
 
is represented by a 4 4 complex duplex matrix
a0  a1i a2  a3i b0  b1i b2  b3i
ÿa2  a3i a0 ÿ a1i ÿb2  b3i b0 ÿ b1i
c0  c1i c2  c3i d0  d1i d2  d3i
ÿc2  c3i c0 ÿ c1i ÿd2  d3i d0 ÿ d1i
0BB@
1CCA;
whose determinant is a nonnegative real number jM j2, the norm of M. The
conjugate of M is the matrix ~M   ~A; ~B;  ~C; ~D, and j ~M j2  jM j2.
In agreement with Dieudonne [10], we define the determinant jM j of a
quaternionic matrix M to be the square root of its norm. Wilker [27, pp. 106–
108] gives formulas for calculating jM j2 (his ‘‘det M’’) directly from the indi-
vidual quaternions A, B, C, D; for example, if A 6 0, then
jM j2  jADÿ ACAÿ1Bj2:
Even though quaternionic determinants dier in some respects from their real
and complex counterparts, they still have many familiar features. The properties
stated below follow directly from the definition and from properties of deter-
minants over C; we omit the proofs (but see [2, pp. 151–158] or [3, pp. 58, 62, 63]).
Property 2.1. Let M be any 2 2 matrix over H. Then M is invertible if and only
if jM j 6 0.
Property 2.2. If M and N are any 2 2 matrices over H, then jMN j  jM j jN j.
Property 2.3. Let M  A;B; C;D  A;C; B;D be any 2 2 matrix
over H and let Q be any quaternion. Then:
(a) If R  C;D; A; B or R  B;D; A;C, then jRj  jM j.
(b) If S  QA;B; C;D or S  A;CQ; B; D, then jSj  jQjjM j.
(c) If T  A;B; QA C;QB D or T  A;C; AQ B;CQ D,
then jT j  jM j.
The set of all 2 2 invertible matrices over H forms the (quaternionic)
general linear group GL2H, and matrices of determinant 1 form the special
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linear group SL2H. The center of GL2H is the central scalar group GZH
of nonzero matrices kI k 2 R. The center of SL2H is the special central
scalar group SZ2H  hÿIi.
When quaternionic matrices are associated with linear or linear fractional
transformations, it is often expedient to calculate products by working with the
equivalent complex duplex matrices. However, because multiplication in H is
noncommutative, it then becomes essential that transformations be applied
from left to right. Complex matrices appropriate to the opposite convention
have a dierent, much less symmetrical form (cf. [11, pp. 39–42]).
3. The quaternionic projective line
As shown by Wilker [27], the real inversive 4-sphere I4, regarded as a one-
point compactification of Euclidean 4-space E4, provides a conformal model
for the quaternionic projective line HP 1. Real circles of I4 are chains of HP 1,
real 2-spheres are spines, and real 3-spheres are orbs. Points that lie on the same
chain are concatenate. A chain-preserving transformation of HP 1 is a concat-
enation, which is either a projectivity or an antiprojectivity, according as cross-
ratio conjugacy classes are preserved or not. (Quaternionic cross-ratios are
defined only up to an inner automorphism.) A concatenation of HP 1 is a circle-
preserving transformation, or circularity, of I4.
The points of HP 1 may be assigned homogeneous coordinates (Q)Q1;Q2,
with (Q) and P (Q) representing the same point if P is any nonzero quaternion,
or dual coordinates [ Q]  Q1; Q2, with [ Q] and [ Q]R representing the same
point if R is any nonzero quaternion. If we regard (Q) as a row and [ Q] as a
column, (Q) and [ Q] denote the same point if and only if (Q) [ Q] 0. A point
with Q2 Q1 6 0 may also be associated with the single quaternion
Q  Qÿ12 Q1  Qÿ11 Q2, and the remaining point, with Q2  Q1  0, may be as-
sociated with the extended value 1.
If M  A;B; C;D is an invertible matrix over H, a projectivity
HP 1 ! HP 1 is induced by the linear fractional transformation
 hMi : H [ f1g ! H [ f1g
with Q 7! QB Dÿ1QA C; jM j 6 0; 3:1
where Q 7! 1 if QB D  0; 1 7! Bÿ1A if B 6 0, and 1 7!1 if B  0. The
symbol hMi denotes the equivalence class of nonzero real scalar multiples of
the matrix M. An antiprojectivity HP 1 ! HP 1 is likewise induced by the anti-
linear fractional transformation
~hMi : H [ f1g ! H [ f1g
with Q 7!  ~QB Dÿ1 ~QA C; jM j 6 0:
3:2
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Since a projectivity preserves all cross-ratio classes and an antiprojectivity
preserves real cross-ratio classes, each of these transformations takes chains
into chains, spines into spines, and orbs into orbs.
A hyperbolic antiinvolution of HP 1, i.e., an involutory antiprojectivity
leaving all the points of an orb invariant, is an inversion in the corresponding
3-sphere of I4. Depending on whether or not the ‘‘point at infinity’’ of HP 1
lies on the fixed orb, an inversion has one of the two canonical represen-
tations.
If N is a unit quaternion and d is a real number, a hyperplane Nd with
normal N and displacement d is the orb fQ : Q  N  d  0g [ f1g. If C is
a point associated with a finite quaternion C and q is a positive real number, a
hypersphere l
 C with center C and radius q is the orb fQ : jQÿ Cj2  q2g.
A reflection in a hyperplane Nd and an inversion in a hypersphere l C are,
respectively, given by
Q 7! ÿ N ~QN ÿ 2dN and Q 7!  ~Qÿ ~Cÿ1 ~QC  l;
where d is real and jN j2  1 and where l is real and jCj2  l  q2 > 0. The
respective antiinvolutions ~ hNdi and ~ hlCi are defined by the matrices
Nd  N 0
2d ÿ ~N
 
and lC  C 1
l ÿ ~C
 
(cf. [27, pp. 115, 116]). Either of these matrices may be multiplied by a nonzero
real scalar, but they cannot otherwise be modified.
The product of an even number of inversions is a homography; the product
of an odd number is an antihomography. If M and N are any two invertible
quaternionic matrices, we have the rules
hMi  hNi  hMNi; hMi~hNi  ~h ~MNi;
~hMi  hNi  ~hMNi; ~hMi~hNi  h ~MNi:
3:3
Equivalent formulas, derived from the representation of inversions by real
6 6 pseudo-orthogonal matrices, are given by Wilker [27, pp. 118–123].
The group of all projectivities of HP 1 is the quaternionic projective general
linear group PGL2H  GL2H=GZH, which is isomorphic to the ‘‘Mobius
group’’ of all homographies of I4 [22, p. 255]. The group of all concatenations
of HP 1, i.e., the group of all projectivities and antiprojectivities, is the com-
plemented projective general linear group PGL2H, containing PGL2(H) as a
subgroup of index 2. The group PGL2(H) is isomorphic to the ‘‘inversive
group’’ of all circularities of I4, i.e., the group of all homographies and anti-
homographies [27, p. 114]. Since I4 is the absolute hypersphere of hyperbolic
5-space H 5, PGL2H is the group of all isometries of H 5, and PGL2H is the
subgroup of direct isometries.
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4. Integral quaternions
The first investigation of the properties of a system of quaternionic integers
was undertaken in 1856 by the discoverer of quaternions, William Rowan
Hamilton, but his notes [13] remained unpublished for more than a century. An
extensive theory along the same lines was subsequently developed by Lipschitz
[19]. Whereas both Hamilton and Lipschitz defined an integral quaternion as
one whose components are rational integers, Hurwitz [16] constructed a system
with more satisfactory arithmetic properties by allowing the components to be
either all integers or all halves of odd integers. Descriptions of these and other
systems of ‘‘hypercomplex integers’’ were given by Dickson [8,9].
In defining a basic system of quadratic integers in the skew-field H of
quaternions, a reasonable approach is to require that (1) each element be a zero
of a monic quadratic polynomial with coecients in Z, (2) the elements form a
subring of H with the units forming a subgroup of SLH, and (3) when H is
taken as a four-dimensional vector space over R, the elements are the points of
a four-dimensional lattice spanned by the units. We shall show that there are
precisely three systems with these properties.
Any quaternion A  a0  a1i a2j a3k satisfies its own ‘‘rank equation’’
Q2 ÿ SAQ NA  0; 4:1
where SA  A ~A  2a0 and NA  A ~A  a20  a21  a22  a23 [9, p. 111], so
that the first condition will hold provided that a0 is an integer or half an odd
integer and a20  a21  a22  a23 is an integer.
Du Val [11, pp. 49–54] described all the finite groups of quaternions, which
operate as four-dimensional rotation groups. Abstractly, such a group is either
a cyclic group Cp, of order p p P 1, or an extension of one of the polyhedral
groups p; q; 2  p; q, which are the rotation groups of the regular poly-
hedra fp; qg and the right prisms fpg  fg. The binary polyhedral group
hp; q; 2i, of order 8pq=2p  2qÿ pq, is defined by the relations
Sp1  Sq2  S23  S1S2S3; 4:2
where p P 2; q P 2, and pq < 2p  q [7, pp. 67–69]. The center of hp; q; 2i is
the group C2 generated by Z  S1S2S3, and the central quotient group
hp; q; 2i=C2 is p; q; 2. The actual cases are the binary dihedral (or ‘‘dicyclic’’)
group hp; 2; 2i  2Dp p P 2, the binary tetrahedral group h3; 3; 2i  2A4
 SL2F3, the binary octahedral group h4; 3; 2i  2S4, and the binary icosa-
hedral group h5; 3; 2i  2A5  SL2F5, of respective orders 4p; 24; 48, and 120
[6, pp. 74–80].
As a subgroup of SL(H), Cp is a two-dimensional rotation group generated
by a single quaternion in the conjugacy class of cos 2p=p  i sin 2p=p. The
group 2Dp, canonical generators for which are cos p=p  i sin p=p and j, con-
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tains C2p as a subgroup of index 2. When p  2, this is the Hamilton (or
‘‘quaternion’’) group, generated by i and j, whose eight elements are
1; i; j; k:
When p  3, it is a ‘‘hybrid’’ group of order 12 generated by the quaternions
x  ÿ 1
2
 1
2

3
p
i (of period 3) and j (of period 4).
The binary tetrahedral group 2A4 contains 2D2 as subgroup of index 3. As a
subgroup of SL(H), it is the Hurwitz group, generated by u  1
2
ÿ 1
2
iÿ 1
2
j 1
2
k
and v  1
2
 1
2
iÿ 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k (both of period 6), consisting of the eight Hamilton
units together with the 16 additional elements
 1
2
 1
2
i 1
2
j 1
2
k:
The group 2A4 is a subgroup of index 2 in 2S4 and a subgroup of index 5 in
2A5. As a subgroup of SL(H), 2S4 is the octian group, generated by u; v, and
g  1
2

2
p  1
2

2
p
i (of period 8), consisting of the 24 Hurwitz units together with
24 others obtained by multiplying each of them by g. Likewise, 2A5 is the
icosian group (cf. [5, pp. 207–210]), generated by u; v, and i  ÿ 1
2
s 1
2
ri 1
2
j
(of period 5), where r  1
2
ÿ 1
2

5
p
and s  1
2
 1
2

5
p
, with 120 units obtained by
multiplying each of the 24 Hurwitz units by powers of i.
Under the operations of subtraction and multiplication, the elements of any
finite group of quaternions generate a subring R of H, with R \ SLH being
the given group. In order for the elements of R to be the points of a lattice,
however, there must be a subset of four group elements that are linearly in-
dependent as vectors of R4 and that span R. A necessary condition for this is
that the periods of group elements be restricted to the ‘‘crystallographic’’
values 2, 3, 4, and 6, since otherwise the quaternionic representation of the ring
will not be discrete.
Theorem 4.1. The only basic systems of quadratic integral quaternions are the
rings derived from the binary dihedral groups 2D2 and 2D3 and the binary tet-
rahedral group 2A4.
Proof. The elements of a basic system of quadratic integers of H must be the
points of a four-dimensional lattice spanned by the units. Hence the number of
units must be finite, and the units as vectors of R4 cannot all lie in a proper
subspace. The group of units therefore cannot be a cyclic group Cp, whose
elements lie in a two-dimensional subspace, and so must be one of the binary
polyhedral groups 2Dp; 2A4; 2S4; or 2A5. The only allowable periods for unit
elements are 2, 3, 4, and 6. Since 2Dp contains a subgroup C2p, all binary di-
hedral groups with p > 3 are excluded, as are the binary octahedral group 2S4,
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which has elements of period 8, and the binary icosahedral group 2A5, which
has elements of period 5. For each of the remaining groups 2D2; 2D3 and 2A4
the derived ring of quaternions can be spanned by four linearly independent
units, and the conclusion follows. 
The lattice of Hamilton integers Ham  Zi; j derived from the Hamilton
group 2D2 is spanned by the four unit quaternions 1; i; j, and k  i j. The lattice
of hybrid integers Hyb  Zx; j derived from the hybrid group 2D3 is spanned
by 1;x; j, and xj. The lattice of Hurwitz integers Hur  Zu; v derived from
the Hurwitz group 2A4 is spanned by 1; u; v, and w  uvÿ1. Corresponding to
the occurrence of 2D2 as a subgroup of 2A4, Ham is a subring of Hur. Although
neither the ring Oct  Zu; v; g of octians nor the ring Ico  Z u; v; i of
icosians has a representation as a four-dimensional lattice, both can be realized
as lattices in R8. As quaternion rings, Oct and Ico both contain Ham and Hur
as subrings.
As points of Euclidean 4-space, the elements of Ham are the vertices of a
regular honeycomb {4, 3, 3, 4}, whose cell polytopes are tesseracts {4, 3, 3}.
The elements of Hur are the vertices of a regular honeycomb {3, 3, 4, 3}, whose
cell polytopes are regular 16-cells {3, 3, 4}.
The rings Ham and Hur of Hamilton and Hurwitz integers may be regarded
as quaternionic analogs of the rings G and E of Gaussian and Eisenstein in-
tegers. The subrings Zi ; Zj, and Zk of either are isomorphic to G, and the
subrings Zu; Zv; and Zw of Hur are isomorphic to E.
The elements of Ham are the quaternions G  g0  g1 i g2 j g3 k, where
i; j, and k satisfy Hamilton’s famous relations
i2  j2  k2  ijk  ÿ1 4:3
and g0; g1; g2; g3 2 Z4. The elements of Hur are quaternions of the form
H  h0  h1u h2v h3w, where u; v, and w satisfy the relations
uÿ u2  vÿ v2  wÿ w2  uvw  1 4:4
and h0; h1; h2; h3 2 Z4. To facilitate our treatment of integral quaternion
matrices, we take the 24 Hurwitz units to be the four Hamilton units
1  1  1
i  1ÿ uÿ w  vuÿ1;
j  1ÿ uÿ v  uÿ1vuvÿ1;
k  1ÿ vÿ w  vÿ1u;
4:5
and their negatives, together with the eight auxiliary numbers
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l  ÿ 1
2
 1
2
i 1
2
j 1
2
k  1ÿ uÿ vÿ w  ÿ vu;
p  ÿ 1
2
ÿ 1
2
i 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k  ÿ1  w  ÿuv;
q  ÿ 1
2
ÿ 1
2
iÿ 1
2
j 1
2
k  ÿ1 u  ÿ uÿ1;
r  ÿ 1
2
 1
2
iÿ 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k  ÿ1  v  ÿ vÿ1;
s  ÿ 1
2
ÿ 1
2
iÿ 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k  ÿ2 u v w  ÿ uÿ1vÿ1;
u  1
2
ÿ 1
2
iÿ 1
2
j 1
2
k  u  u;
v  1
2
 1
2
iÿ 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k  v  v;
w  1
2
ÿ 1
2
i 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k  w  vÿ1uÿ1;
4:6
and their negatives (note that u3  v3  ÿ1). The unit ÿ1 is of period 2, eight
units l; p; q; r; s;ÿu;ÿv;ÿw are of period 3, six i;j;k are of period 4,
and eight ÿl;ÿp;ÿq;ÿr;ÿs; u; v;w are of period 6. The reader who wishes to
verify some of the matrix products given below may find it helpful to construct
a multiplication table for the above 12 units.
The entries of the matrices we shall be considering are not necessarily re-
stricted to Hamilton or Hurwitz integers but in general belong to the ring of
octians. It will therefore be useful to supplement the above table with the
following list of values.
g  1
2

2
p
 1
2

2
p
i; lg  ÿ1
2

2
p
 1
2

2
p
j; sg  ÿ1
2

2
p
iÿ 1
2

2
p
j;
ig  ÿ1
2

2
p
 1
2

2
p
i; pg  ÿ1
2

2
p
iÿ 1
2

2
p
k; ug  1
2

2
p
 1
2

2
p
k;
jg  1
2

2
p
jÿ 1
2

2
p
k; qg  ÿ1
2

2
p
i 1
2

2
p
k; vg  1
2

2
p
iÿ 1
2

2
p
j;
kg  1
2

2
p
j 1
2

2
p
k; rg  ÿ1
2

2
p
ÿ 1
2

2
p
j; wg  1
2

2
p
ÿ 1
2

2
p
k; 4:7
5. Quaternionic integers and the group [3, 4, 3, 4]
The division ring H of quaternions can be identified with the Cliord al-
gebra C2  Ri; j, with i2  j2  ÿ1; ji  ÿij. A quaternion q0  q1i q2j is a
Clifford vector, and products of nonzero vectors form the Clifford group C2,
which is isomorphic to the group GL(H) of nonzero quaternions.
Following Ahlfors ([1, pp. 66, 67]; cf. [20, p. 740; 22, p. 64]), we define an
operation of reversion, with the reverse of a quaternion
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Q  q0  q1i q2j q3ij  q0  q1i q2j q3k
being the quaternion
Q  q0  q1i q2j q3ji  q0  q1i q2jÿ q3k:
When Q is represented by the complex duplex matrix (2.1), the matrix Q is the
matrix (2.2) for ~Q turned upside down. We say that Q is primitive if Q  Q,
i.e., if q3  0, so that Q is a Cliord vector. It is evident that Q  Q for all Q
and that A B  A  B and AB  BA; thus reversion (like conjuga-
tion) is an involutory enantiomorphism of H.
Any 2 2 quaternionic matrix M  A;B; C;D has a pseudo-determi-
nant DM  AD ÿ BC [1, p. 69]. A matrix M will be called reversible if
AB  BA and CD  DC, which implies that CA  AC and DB  BD. In
the semigroup of reversible 2 2 matrices with real pseudo-determinants, the
matrices M with DM 6 0 form the generalized linear group GL2H, those
with DM  1 form the unitized linear group SL2H, and those with
DM  1 form the specialized linear group SL2H. The central quotient
groups are the projective generalized linear and projective specialized linear
groups
PGL2H  GL2H=GZH  SL2H=SZ2H
and
PSL2H  SL2H=SZ2H:
These two groups are respectively isomorphic to the group PO4;1 of all circu-
larities of inversive 3-space I3 or isometries of hyperbolic 4-space H 4 and the
subgroup PO4;1 of homographies of I3 or direct isometries of H 4 [1, p. 72; 26,
pp. 94–96]).
The integral skew-domain Ham  Zi; j of Hamilton integers comprises the
quaternions G  g0  g1i g2j g3k, where g0; g1; g2; g3 2 Z4. Each Hamil-
ton integer G has a norm
NG  jGj2  g20  g21  g22  g23:
The units of Ham are the eight numbers with norm 1, namely, 1;i;j;k.
These form the Hamilton special scalar group SLHam  2D2  hi; ji, with
the proper subgroup SZH  C2  hÿ1i. The specialized linear group
SL2Ham consists of the reversible 2 2 Hamilton integer matrices of
pseudo-determinant 1. The central quotient group PSL2Ham 
SL2Ham=SZ2H is the Hamilton pseudo-modular group.
When the set of primitive quaternions is taken as a three-dimensional vector
space over R, the primitive Hamilton integers g0  g1i g2j form a three-di-
mensional lattice I3. The points of I3 are the vertices of a regular honeycomb
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f4; 3; 4g of Euclidean 3-space E3, whose symmetry group 4; 3; 4 is generated
by four reflections q1; q2; q3; q4, satisfying the relations
q21  q22  q23  q24  q1q24  q2q33  q3q44  1;
q1
 q3; q1
 q4; q2
 q4:
5:1
This honeycomb is the vertex figure of a regular honeycomb f3; 4; 3; 4g of
hyperbolic 4-space H 4, the cell polytopes of which are asymptotic 24-cells
f3; 4; 3g.
The symmetry group of the honeycomb f3; 4; 3; 4g is a paracompact Coxeter
group 3; 4; 3; 4 generated by five reflections q0; q1; q2; q3; q4, satisfying (5.1)
and
q20  q0q13  q0q22  q0q32  q0q42  1: 5:2
The combined relations (5.1) and (5.2) are indicated in the Coxeter diagram
The generators q0; q1; q2; q3; q4 can be represented by antilinear fractional
transformations ~hR0i, ~hR1i, ~hR2i, ~hR3i, ~hR4i; determined by the unit matrices
R0  0 11 0
 
; R1  ÿ1 01 1
 
; R2  ÿig 00 ÿg
 
;
R3  vg 00 vg
 
; R4  ÿj 00 ÿj
 
;
where the entries of R2 and R3 are defined by (4.7).
The direct subgroup 3; 4; 3; 4 is generated by four rotations r1 
q0q1; r2  q1q2; r3  q2q3; r4  q3q4, with the defining relations
r31  r42  r33  r44  r1r22  r2r32  r3r42
 r1r2r32  r2r3r42  r1r2r3r42  1: 5:3
The generators r1; r2; r3; r4 can be represented by linear fractional transfor-
mations hS1i, hS2i, hS3i, hS4i, respectively, corresponding to the unit matrices
S1  1 1ÿ1 0
 
; S2  ig 0ÿig ÿg
 
; S3  r 00 p
 
;
S4  ug 00 ug
 
;
where the entries of S2; S3, and S4 are defined by (4.6) and (4.7). Since each of
these matrices is reversible and has pseudo-determinant 1, we see that
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3; 4; 3; 4 is a subgroup of PSL2H – as it should be, since PSL2H is the
group of direct isometries of H 4.
The group [3,4,3,4] has an ionic subgroup 3; 4; 3; 4, of index 2, generated
by the reflections q0; q1, and q4 and the rotation r3. The groups 3; 4; 3; 4 and
3; 4; 3; 4 have a common subgroup 3; 4; 3; 4, of index 2 in both and of
index 4 in 3; 4; 3; 4, generated by the rotations r1; r3, and r1234 
r1r2r3r4  q0q4, satisfying the relations
r31  r33  r21 2 3 4  r1r1 2 3 42  r1rÿ13 rÿ11 r32
 r1rÿ13 r1 2 3 4r32  r1 2 3 4rÿ13 r1 2 3 4r32  1: 5:4
The corresponding matrices are S1; S3, and S1 2 3 4  ÿS1S2S3S4.
The group [3, 4, 3, 4] has a hypercompact subgroup 1; 3; 3; 4; 4, of index 3,
generated by the six reflections q0; q1; q2; q4; q3 4 3  q3q4q3, and
q3 2 1 2 3  q3q2q1q2q3, satisfying the relations indicated in the diagram
This group has a ‘‘halving’’ subgroup
3; 4; 3; 4  1; 3; 3; 4; 1; 4  3;11; 1; 1;
a subgroup of index 6 in [3, 4, 3, 4], as well as a subgroup of index 3 in
3; 4; 3; 4, generated by the reflections q0; q1, and q4 and their conjugates
q2 1 2  q2q1q2  r3q1rÿ13 ; q3 4 3  q3q4q3  rÿ13 q4r3;
q3 2 1 2 3  q3q2 1 2q3  rÿ13 q1r3; q2 3 4 3 2  q2q3 4 3q2  r3q4rÿ13 ;
satisfying the relations indicated in the diagram
The latter group has an automorphism group S3, permuting the pairs of
generators q1; q2 3 4 3 2; q2 1 2; q3 4 3, and q3 2 1 2 3; q4.
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The above groups have a common subgroup 3; 4; 3; 4, of index 2 in
3; 4; 3; 4, of index 4 in 1; 3; 3; 4; 4, of index 6 in 3; 4; 3; 4 and 3; 4; 3; 4,
and of index 12 in [3, 4, 3, 4], generated by the pararotations b; c; and d and
the rotations r; /, and w, where
b  q2 3 4 3 2q1  r3r ÿ14 r ÿ12 ; r  q0q1  r1;
c  q3 4 3q2 1 2  r4r ÿ13 r2; /  q0q2 1 2  r1r 22 ;
d  q4q3 2 1 2 3  r ÿ14 r ÿ12 r3; w  q0q3 2 1 2 3  r ÿ13 r1r3:
In terms of these generators, defining relations for 3; 4; 3; 4 are
r3  /3  w3  rbÿ12  /cÿ12  wdÿ12  rÿ1/2  rÿ1w2
 /ÿ1w2  brÿ1/2  brÿ1w2  c/ÿ1r2  c/ÿ1w2  dwÿ1r2
 dwÿ1/2  brÿ1/cÿ12  brÿ1wdÿ12  c/ÿ1wdÿ12  1: 5:5
However, this is not the most concise presentation, for only four generators are
actually needed. The corresponding matrices
B  S3S ÿ14 S ÿ12 ; C  S4S ÿ13 S2; D  S ÿ14 S ÿ12 S3;
S  S1; U  S1S22 ; V  ÿSÿ13 S1S3
are easily determined to be
B  1 0
1 1
 
; C  1 0
i 1
 
; D  1 0
j 1
 
;
S  1 1ÿ1 0
 
; U  ÿ1 i
i 0
 
; V  ÿ1 j
j 0
 
:
The matrix A  SBÿ1 belongs to the corresponding matrix group, which can
then be generated by just the matrices A; B; C, and D, since S  AB;
U  Cÿ1 ACA, and V  Dÿ1 ADA. It follows that the half-turn a  rbÿ1 and the
pararotations b; c, and d suce to generate 3; 4; 3; 4.
These matrices all belong to the specialized linear group SL2Ham, so that
3; 4; 3; 4  ha; b; c; di is a subgroup of PSL2Ham. Maclachlan et al. [20,
pp. 748–751] present the group PSL2Ham, which they denote by
PSL2; Zi; j, as a ‘‘graph amalgamation product’’ of eight finite groups
generated by subsets of the half-turns a; /cÿ1, and wdÿ1 and the rotations r;/,
and w (of period 3). The Hamilton pseudo-modular group PSL2Ham is
therefore isomorphic to 3; 4; 3; 4, a subgroup of index 6 in the rotation
group of the regular honeycomb f3; 4; 3; 4g. Applying these results to the
corresponding matrix group, we have the following result.
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Theorem 5.1. The Hamilton specialized linear group SL2Ham is generated by
the matrices
A  0 1ÿ1 0
 
; B  1 0
1 1
 
; C  1 0
i 1
 
; D  1 0
j 1
 
:
The group 3; 4; 3; 4 has an automorphism of period 3, conjugation by r3,
cyclically permuting the pairs of generators b; r; c;/; and d;w. Adjoining
r3, we obtain the group 3; 4; 3; 4, which is thus a semidirect product of
3; 4; 3; 4 and the automorphism group C3. The automorphism transforms
Hamilton integers into Hurwitz integers, so that 3; 4; 3; 4 is the Hurwitz
pseudo-modular group PSL2Hur  SL2Hur=SZ2H [20, p. 751]. Since
3; 4; 3; 4 is generated by the rotations r1; r3, and r1234, we have an especially
simple presentation for the corresponding group of matrices over the integral
skew-domain Hur  Zu; v.
Theorem 5.2. The Hurwitz specialized linear group SL2Hur is generated by
the matrices
S1  1 1ÿ1 0
 
; S3  r 00 p
 
; S1234  0 jj 0
 
;
where r  ÿ 1
2
 1
2
iÿ 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k and p  ÿ 1
2
ÿ 1
2
i 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k.
Analogously, for matrices over the ring Hyb  Zx; j of hybrid integers we
have
Theorem 5.3. The hybrid specialized linear group SL2Hyb is generated by the
matrices
A  0 1ÿ1 0
 
; B  1 0
1 1
 
; C  1 0
x 1
 
; D  1 0
j 1
 
;
where x  ÿ 1
2
 1
2

3
p
i.
The primitive hybrid integers e0  e1x e2j form a three-dimensional lat-
tice A2  A1. The points of A2  A1 are the vertices of a uniform prismatic
honeycomb f3; 6g  f1g of Euclidean 3-space E3, the cell polyhedra being
triangular prisms f3g  fg. The symmetry group 3; 6  1 of the honey-
comb, generated by five reflections, can be realized in hyperbolic 4-space H 4,
and another reflection can be adjoined to generate a hypercompact Coxeter
group 1; 3; 3; 3; 6. It can be shown that 1; 3; 3; 3; 6; 1, a subgroup of
index 4 generated by a pararotation and three rotations of period 3, is is-
omorphic to the hybrid pseudo-modular group PSL2Hyb  SL2Hyb=
SZ2H.
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6. The Hamilton modular group
The Hamilton integers admit only a restricted Euclidean algorithm on the
norm. Given any Hamilton integer H and any positive odd integer m, one can
find a Hamilton integer L such that jH ÿ mLj2 < m2, but this cannot always be
done when m is even [8, p. 228]. As Hardy and Wright [14, p. 307] showed in
the first edition of their book, this implies the first part of the following lemma;
we prove the second part by means of a procedure devised by Hamilton [13,
p. 664].
Lemma 6.1. Given any Hamilton integers E and G, with jGj2 odd, there exists a
Hamilton integer L such that jE ÿ LGj2 < jGj2. Moreover, if E 6 0 and
jGj2 > jEj2, then L can be taken to be a unit.
Proof (of the second part). Consider the Hamilton integer
E ~G  E  G  E  iGi E  jGj E  kGk;
and choose L to be whichever Hamilton unit maximizes E  LG (if there is more
than one such unit, any will do). Thus E  LG is equal to the largest absolute
value of any of the four components of E ~G, so that
4E  LG2 P jE ~Gj2  jEj2jGj2:
Hence 2E  LGP jEj jGj. Assuming that jGj > jEj > 0, we have
jE ÿ LGj2  jEj2 ÿ 2E  LG  jGj26 jEj2 ÿ jEj jGj  jGj2 < jGj2;
with L being a unit. 
If M  A;B; C;D is a quaternionic matrix with either B or C equal to
zero, then jM j  jADj. Otherwise, jM j  jACÿ1DC ÿ BCj [27, p. 107]. These
formulas enable us to derive bounds for the entries of an arbitrary quaternionic
matrix.
Lemma 6.2. If M  A;B; C;D is any quaternionic matrix, then
jADjj ÿ jBCj j6 jM j:
Proof. If C  0, then jADj  jM j and jBCj  0, so that jADj ÿ jBCjj j  jM j. If
C 6 0, then jM j  jACÿ1DC ÿ BCj. Treating quaternions as vectors in R4 and
using the triangle inequality, we have
jADjj ÿ jBCj j  jACÿ1DCj ÿ jBCj 6 jACÿ1DC ÿ BCj  jM j: 
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The Hamilton special linear group SL2Ham consists of all 2 2 matrices
over Ham of determinant 1. The center of SL2Ham is the group
SZ2H  hÿIi, and the central quotient group SL2Ham=SZ2H is the
Hamilton modular group PSL2Ham. The preceding lemmas can be used to
prove the following result.
Lemma 6.3. Given a matrix Q  E; F ; G;H in SL2Ham, with jGj2 odd,
let L be a Hamilton integer such that jE ÿ LGj2 < jGj2. Then
jF ÿ LH j26 jH j2  1:
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there is a matrix
Q1  G; H; G1; H1;
where G1  E ÿ LG and H1  F ÿ LH , such that jG1j2 < jGj2 and
jH1j2 > jH j2  1. Since the entries of Q1 are Hamilton integers, with integral
norms, we have
jGj2 P jG1j2  1 and jH1j2 > jH j2  1;
so that
jGj2jH1j2 > jG1j2  1jH j2  1P jG1j jH j  12:
Hence jGj jH1j > jG1j jH j  1, or jGH1j ÿ jHG1j > 1. But from Property 2.3 we
have jQ1j  jQj  1, so that jGH1j ÿ jHG1jj j6 1 by Lemma 6.2. This is a
contradiction. Therefore jH1j26 jH j2  1, as claimed. 
Corollary. Given a matrix Q  E; F ; G; H in SL2Ham, with jGj2 odd,
and a Hamilton integer L such that jE ÿ LGj2 < jGj2, either we have
jF ÿ LH j26 jH j2 or else jE ÿ LGj2  jGj2 ÿ 1 and jF ÿ LH j2  jH j2  1.
A Hamilton integer G is odd or even according as its norm jGj2 is odd or
even. An odd integer has an odd number of odd components, and an even
integer has an even number of odd components. Thus Hamilton integers obey
the same parity rules for sums, dierences, and products as rational integers.
As a consequence a matrix in SL2Ham cannot have two even entries in the
same row or column. For instance, let E; F ; G;H be a unit matrix with G
even. If G  0, then jEH j  1; so that jEj2  jH j2  1; thus E and H are both
odd. If G 6 0, then jEGÿ1HGÿ FGj  1, so that the Hamilton integers EGÿ1HG
and FG, with norms jEGÿ1HGj2  jEj2 jH j2 and jFGj2  jF j2 jGj2, have opposite
parity; since G is even, both E and H must be odd.
With the aid of the above lemmas and observations, we can now give pre-
sentations for the groups SL2Ham and PSL2Ham.
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Theorem 6.4. The Hamilton special linear group SL2Ham  SL2Zi; j is
generated by the matrices
A  0 1ÿ1 0
 
; B  1 0
1 1
 
; M  1 0
0 i
 
; N  1 0
0 j
 
:
Proof. Let O  MN  n1; kn, and define the matrices
C  1 0
i 1
 
 MBMÿ1; D  1 0
j 1
 
 NBNÿ1; E  1 0
k 1
 
 OBOÿ1:
Since any integral quaternion G 2 Ham can be written as an integral linear
combination of the units 1; i; j; k, say G  b ci dj k for some
b; c; d;  in Z, we have that
1 0
G 1
 
 1 0
1 1
 b
1 0
i 1
 c
1 0
j 1
 d
1 0
k 1
 
 Bb Cc Dd E:
6:1
In addition, any unit H 2 SLHam can be written as a product of powers of
the generators i and j, say H  il jm for some l; m in Z4, and hence
1 0
0 H
 
 1 0
0 i
 l
1 0
0 j
 m
 MlN m: 6:2
Now, let nE;Hn be any diagonal matrix in SL2 Ham. Then, since jEH j  1, it
follows that E and H are units. Hence
E 0
0 H
 
 E 0
0 Eÿ1
 
1 0
0 EH
 
: 6:3
Since conjugation by A maps a lower triangular matrix to an upper triangular
matrix, we can use (6.1) and (6.2) with the identity
E 0
0 Eÿ1
 
 1 E ÿ 1
0 1
 
1 0
1 1
 
1 Eÿ1 ÿ 1
0 1
 
1 0
ÿE 1
 
to conclude that all diagonal matrices in SL2Ham can be generated by the
matrices A;B;M ;N .
Next, let E; 0; G;H be any lower triangular matrix in SL2Ham. Then,
as above, we can show that E and H are units and hence that
E 0
G H
 
 1 0
GEÿ1 1
 
E 0
0 H
 
: 6:4
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Thus all lower triangular and, using conjugation by A, all upper triangular
matrices in SL2Ham can be generated.
Finally, let Q  E; F ; G;H be any matrix in SL2Ham. We may assume
that no entry is zero, since otherwise Q is either a lower triangular or upper
triangular matrix or the product of A and such a matrix. We shall say that a
unit matrix R obtained from Q by certain row operations reduces Q if the norm
of one of the entries in the second row of R is strictly less than that of the
corresponding entry in Q, while the norm of the other entry is not greater than
that of its correspondent. We shall show that there exist a Hamilton integer L
and a matrix Q1 such that Q  PQ1, where P  L; 1; 1; 0, and that either Q1
reduces Q or there exist a Hamilton integer L1 and a matrix Q2 such that
Q1  P1Q2, where P1  L1; 1; 1; 0, and Q2 reduces Q.
First we apply Lemma 6.3. If jGj2 is odd, there exist Hamilton integers L,
G1  E ÿ LG, and H1  F ÿ LH such that jG1j2 < jGj2 and jH1j26 jH j2  1. If
jGj2 is even, then jH j2 must be odd, and there exist Hamilton integers L,
H1  F ÿ LH , and G1  E ÿ LG such that jH1j2 < jH j2 and jG1j26 jGj2  1. In
either case we have
Q  E F
G H
 
 L 1
1 0
 
G H
G1 H1
 
 PQ1: 6:5
If either G1  0 or H1  0, we stop. Otherwise, we proceed as follows.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that jGj2 is odd, since otherwise
the following procedure could be carried out with the roles of the two columns
of Q1 reversed. If jG1j2 is also odd, then jG1j2  jGj2 ÿ 2 and, by the corollary
to Lemma 6.3, jH1j26 jH j2. Thus Q1 reduces Q.
If jG1j2 is even, implying that jH1j2 is odd, then we have jG1j26 jGj2 ÿ 1 and
jH1j26 jH j2  1. If in fact jH1j26 jH j2, then Q1 reduces Q. Otherwise,
jG1j2  jGj2 ÿ 1 and jH1j2  jH j2  1. Since jH1j2 > jH j2 > 0, it follows from
Lemmas 6.1 and 6.3 that there exist Hamilton integers L1, H2  H ÿ L1H1, and
G2  Gÿ L1G1, with L1 a unit, such that jH2j2 < jH1j2 and jG2j26 jG1j2  1.
Because the norm of H is even and the norm of L1H1 is odd, jH2j2 must be odd,
so that jH2j26 jH1j2 ÿ 2 and, by the corollary, jG2j26 jG1j2. Thus
jG2j2 6 jG1j2  jGj2 ÿ 1 and jH2j2 6 jH1j2 ÿ 2  jH j2 ÿ 1:
That is,
Q1  G HG1 H1
 
 L1 1
1 0
 
G1 H1
G2 H2
 
 P1Q2; 6:6
so that Q  PQ1  PP1Q2, and Q2 reduces Q.
We now repeat this procedure by applying it to either Q1 or Q2, whichever
reduces Q. We continue this process until either Gn  0 or Hn  0, which must
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eventually happen, since after each step Q will be further reduced. Thus we
have either
E F
G H
 
 L 1
1 0
 
   Lnÿ1 1
1 0
 
Gnÿ1 Hnÿ1
0 Hn
 
6:7
or
E F
G H
 
 L 1
1 0
 
   Lnÿ1 1
1 0
 
Gnÿ1 Hnÿ1
Gn 0
 
: 6:8
Since
L M
N 0
 
 0 1ÿ1 0
  ÿN 0
L M
 
;
each matrix on the right-hand side of (6.5)–(6.8) is either an upper triangular
matrix in SL2Ham or the product of A and a lower triangular matrix. Thus
all matrices in SL2Ham can be generated by the given matrices. 
It follows that the Hamilton modular group PSL2Ham is generated by the
linear fractional transformations
a  hAi; b  hBi; l  hMi; m  hNi:
We note that A2  ÿI and that M4  N 4  I . As isometries of H 5; a is a half-
turn, b is a pararotation, and l and m are quarter-turns.
7. Hamilton integers and the group [3, 4, 3, 3, 4]
When the skew-field H of quaternions is taken as a four-dimensional vector
space over R, the Hamilton integers form a four-dimensional lattice I4. The
points of I4 are the vertices of a regular honeycomb {4, 3, 3, 4} of Euclidean
4-space E4, whose symmetry group [4, 3, 3, 4] is generated by five reflections
q1; q2; q3; q4; q5, satisfying the relations
q 21  q 22  q 23  q 24  q 25  q1q24  q2q33  q3q43  q4q54  1;
q1 
 q3; q1 
 q4; q1 
 q5; q2 
 q4; q2 
 q5; q3 
 q5:
7:1
This honeycomb is the vertex figure of a regular honeycomb {3, 4, 3, 3, 4} of
hyperbolic 5-space H 5, the cell polytopes of which are asymptotic apeirotopes
{3, 4, 3, 3}.
The symmetry group [3, 4, 3, 3, 4] of the honeycomb {3, 4, 3, 3, 4} is gen-
erated by six reflections q0; q1; q2; q3; q4; q5, satisfying (7.1) and
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q 20  q0q13  q0q22  q0q32  q0q42  q0q52  1: 7:2
The combined relations (7.1) and (7.2) are indicated in the Coxeter diagram
The generators q0; q1; q2; q3; q4; q5 can be represented by antilinear fractional
transformations ~hR0i; ~hR1i; ~hR2i; ~hR3i; ~hR4i; ~hR5i; defined by the unit
matrices
R0  0 11 0
 
; R1  ÿ1 01 1
 
; R2  ÿig 00 ÿg
 
;
R3  vg 00 vg
 
; R4  jg 00 jg
 
; R5  k 00 k
 
;
where the entries of R2; R3; and R4 are defined by (4.7).
The direct subgroup [3, 4, 3, 3, 4] is generated by the five rotations
r1  q0q1; r2  q1q2; r3  q2q3; r4  q3q4; r5  q4q5; with defining rela-
tions
r 31  r 42  r 33  r 34  r 45  r1r22  r2r32  r3r42  r4r52
 r1r2r32  r2r3r42  r3r4r52  r1r2r3r42  r2r3r4r52
 r1r2r3r4r52  1: 7:3
The generators r1; r2; r3; r4; r5 can be represented by linear fractional
transformations hS1i; hS2i; hS3i; hS4i; hS5i, corresponding to the unit
matrices
S1  1 1ÿ1 0
 
; S2  ig 0ÿig ÿg
 
; S3  r 00 p
 
;
S4  s 00 s
 
; S5  ÿg 00 ÿg
 
;
where the entries of S2; S3; S4, and S5 are defined by (4.6) and (4.7).
The group [3, 4, 3, 3, 4] has an ionic subgroup 3; 4; 3; 3; 4, of index 2,
generated by the reflections q0; q1, and q5 and the rotations r3 and r4.
The groups 3; 4; 3; 3; 4 and 3; 4; 3; 3; 4 have a common subgroup
3; 4; 3; 3; 4, of index 2 in both and of index 4 in [3, 4, 3, 3, 4], generated by
the rotations r1; r3; r4; and r1 2 3 4 5  r1 r2 r3 r4 r5  q0q5. These groups all
share a ‘‘trionic’’ subgroup 3; 4; 3; 3M; 4, of index 3 in 3; 4; 3; 3; 4, of
index 6 in 3; 4; 3; 3; 4 and 3; 4; 3; 3; 4, and of index 12 in [3, 4, 3, 3, 4].
This is the group generated by the four rotations r1; r3 4  r3 r4; r4 3  r4 r3,
and r1 2 3 4 5, with the defining relations
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r 31  r21 2 3 4 5  r23 4  r24 3  r3 4r4 32
 r1r1 2 3 4 52  r3 4r1 2 3 4 54  r4 ;3r1 2 3 4 54  r3 4r4 3r1 2 3 4 54
 r ÿ11 r3 4r1r3 42  r ÿ11 r4 3r1r4 32  r ÿ11 r3 4r4 3r1r3 4r4 32
 r1r3 4r1 2 3 4 5r3 42  r1r4 3r1 2 3 4 5r4 32  1: 7:4
Since the entries of the corresponding matrices S1; S3 4; S4 3, and S1 2 3 4 5 all turn
out to be Hamilton integers, 3; 4; 3; 3M; 4 is a subgroup of the Hamilton
modular group PSL2 Ham. Indeed, as we shall now demonstrate, it is exactly
that group.
Theorem 7.1. The Hamilton special linear group SL2 Ham is generated by the
matrices
S1  1 1ÿ1 0
 
; S3 4  j 00 k
 
; S4 3  k 00 i
 
;
S1 2 3 4 5  0 kk 0
 
:
Proof. Since S1; S3 4; S4 3, and S1 2 3 4 5 are all in SL2Ham  hA; B; M ; Ni, we
need only show that A; B; M , and N are all in hS1; S3 4; S4 3; S1 2 3 4 5i. It can be
directly verified that
S3 4S4 3S1 2 3 4 5S3 4S4 3  A; Aÿ1S1  B;
S3 4S1 2 3 4 5S4 32  M ; and S3 4MAS3 4S4 3AM  N :
Thus SL2Ham  hS1; S3 4; S4 3; S1 2 3 4 5i: 
The Hamilton modular group PSL2Ham is generated by the correspond-
ing rotations r1; r3 4; r4 3, and r1 2 3 4 5. That is, PSL2Ham is isomorphic to
the group 3; 4; 3; 3M; 4, a subgroup of index 6 in the rotation group of the
regular honeycomb f3; 4; 3; 3; 4g. That the index is 6 follows from the fact that
3; 4; 3; 3M; 4 is a subgroup of index 3 in the ionic subgroup
3; 4; 3; 3; 4, the group 3; 3M  D2 generated by the half-turns r3 4 and r4 3
being a subgroup of index 3 in the group 3; 3  A4 generated by the rotations
r3 and r4.
We can use Theorem 6.4 (including the auxiliary matrices D and E) to ex-
press the matrices S1; S3 4; S4 3, and S1 2 3 4 5 in terms of A; B; M , and N as
follows:
S1  AB; S3 4  YM ; S4 3  ZN ; and S1 2 3 4 5  ZA;
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where Y  ABDÿ1 ABABDADÿ1 and Z  ABEÿ1 ABABEAEÿ1 are the diagonal
matrices nj; ÿj n and n k; ÿkn. Likewise, taking
g  abdÿ1ababdadÿ1 and f  abÿ1ababaÿ1;
with d  mbmÿ1 and   lmbmÿ1lÿ1, we have
r1  ab; r3 4  gl; r4 3  fm; and r1 2 3 4 5  fa:
These identities can be combined with the relations (7.4) to give a presentation
for PSL2Ham in terms of the generators a; b; l, and m.
8. The Hurwitz modular group
The integral skew-domain Hur  Zu; v of Hurwitz integers comprises
the quaternions H  h0  h1u h2v h3w, where h0; h1; h2; h3 2 Z4 and
where
u  1
2
ÿ 1
2
iÿ 1
2
j 1
2
k; v  1
2
 1
2
iÿ 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k;
w  uvÿ1  1
2
ÿ 1
2
i 1
2
jÿ 1
2
k:
Each Hurwitz integer H has a norm
NH  jH j2  h20  h21  h22  h23  h0h1  h0h2  h0h3:
The units of Hur are the 24 numbers with norm 1, as given by (4.5) and
(4.6):
1; i; j; k; l; p; q; r; s; u; v; w:
These form the Hurwitz special scalar group SLHur  2A4  hu; vi, with
proper subgroups SLHam  2D2  hi; ji and SZH  C2  hÿ1i.
The Hurwitz integers admit a Euclidean algorithm on the norm. That is,
given any Hurwitz integer H and any positive integer m, one can find a Hurwitz
integer L such that jH ÿ mLj2 < m2 [9, pp. 148, 149]. As shown by Hardy and
Wright [15, pp. 306, 307], this implies the following result.
Lemma 8.1. Given any Hurwitz integers E and G, with G 6 0, there exists a
Hurwitz integer L such that jE ÿ LGj2 < jGj2.
The Hurwitz special linear group SL2Hur consists of all 2 2 matrices
over Hur of determinant 1. The center of SL2Hur is the group
SZ2H  hÿIi, and the central quotient group SL2Hur=SZ2H is the
Hurwitz modular group PSL2Hur.
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Theorem 8.2. The Hurwitz special linear group SL2Hur  SL2Zu; v is
generated by the matrices
A  0 1ÿ1 0
 
; B  1 0
1 1
 
; M  1 0
0 u
 
; N  1 0
0 v
 
:
Proof. Let O  MNÿ1  n1; wn, and define the matrices
C  1 0
u 1
 
 MBMÿ1; D  1 0
v 1
 
 NBNÿ1; E  1 0
w 1
 
 OBOÿ1:
Since any integral quaternion G 2 Hur can be written as an integral linear
combination of the units 1; u; v; w, say G  b cu dv w for some
b; c; d;  in Z, we have that
1 0
G 1
 
 1 0
1 1
 b
1 0
u 1
 c
1 0
v 1
 d
1 0
w 1
 
 BbCcDdE: 8:1
Furthermore, any unit H 2 SLHur can be written as a product of powers
of the generators u and v, say H  ujvkuqvr for some j; k; q; r in Z6, and
hence
1 0
0 H
 
 1 0
0 u
 j
1 0
0 v
 k
1 0
0 u
 q
1 0
0 v
 r
 MjN kMqN r:
8:2
Now, let nE; Hn be any diagonal matrix in SL2Hur. Then, since jEH j  1, it
follows that E and H are units. Hence
E 0
0 H
 
 E 0
0 Eÿ1
 
1 0
0 EH
 
: 8:3
Since conjugation by A maps a lower triangular matrix to an upper triangular
matrix, we can use (8.1) and (8.2) with the identity
E 0
0 Eÿ1
 
 1 E ÿ 1
0 1
 
1 0
1 1
 
1 Eÿ1 ÿ 1
0 1
 
1 0
ÿE 1
 
to conclude that all diagonal matrices in SL2Hur can be generated by the
matrices A;B;M ;N .
Next, let E; 0; G;H be any lower triangular matrix in SL2Hur. Then,
as above, we can show that E and H are units and hence that
E 0
G H
 
 1 0
GEÿ1 1
 
E 0
0 H
 
: 8:4
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Thus all lower triangular and, using conjugation by A, all upper triangular
matrices in SL2Hur can be generated.
Finally, let E; F ; G;H be any matrix in SL2Hur. If G  0, the matrix is
upper triangular and so can be generated. If G 6 0, we apply Lemma 8.1. There
exist Hurwitz integers L and G1  E ÿ LG such that jG1j2 < jGj2. Let
H1  F ÿ LH , so that
E F
G H
 
 L 1
1 0
 
G H
G1 H1
 
: 8:5
If G1  0, we stop. Otherwise, there are Hurwitz integers L1 and G2  Gÿ L1G1
such that jG2j2 < jG1j2. Let H2  H ÿ L1H1, so that
G H
G1 H1
 
 L1 1
1 0
 
G1 H1
G2 H2
 
:
We continue this process until Gn  0, so that
jGj2 > jG1j2 >    > jGnÿ1j2 > jGnj2  0;
and
E F
G H
 
 L 1
1 0
 
   Lnÿ1 1
1 0
 
Gnÿ1 Hnÿ1
0 Hn
 
: 8:6
Since
L 1
1 0
 
 0 1ÿ1 0
  ÿ1 0
L 1
 
;
each matrix on the right-hand side of (8.5) or (8.6) either is the product of A
and a lower triangular matrix or is an upper triangular matrix in SL2(Hur).
Thus all matrices in SL2(Hur) can be generated by the given matrices. 
It follows that the Hurwitz modular group PSL2(Hur) is generated by the
linear fractional transformations
a  hAi; b  hBi; l  hMi; m  hNi:
We note that A2  ÿI and that M6  N 6  I . As isometries of H5, a is a half-
turn, b is a pararotation, and l and m are rotations of period 6.
9. Hurwitz integers and the group [3, 3, 3, 4, 3]
When the skew-field H of quaternions is taken as a four-dimensional vector
space over R, the Hurwitz integers form a four-dimensional lattice D4. The
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points of D4 are the vertices of a regular honeycomb f3; 3; 4; 3g of Euclidean
4-space E4, whose symmetry group 3; 3; 4; 3 is generated by five reflections
q1; q2; q3; q4; q5; satisfying the relations
q21  q22  q23  q24  q25  q1q23  q2q33  q3q44  q4q53  1;
q1
 q3; q1
 q4; q1
 q5; q2
 q4; q2
 q5; q3
 q5:
9:1
This honeycomb is the vertex figure of a regular honeycomb f3; 3; 3; 4; 3g of
hyperbolic 5-space H 5, the cell polytopes of which are asymptotic orthoplexes
(cross-polytopes) f3; 3; 3; 4g.
The symmetry group 3; 3; 3; 4; 3 of the honeycomb f3; 3; 3; 4; 3g is gener-
ated by six reflections q0; q1; q2; q3; q4; q5; satisfying (9.1) and
q20  q0q13  q0q22  q0q32  q0q42  q0q52  1: 9:2
The combined relations (9.1) and (9.2) are indicated in the Coxeter diagram
The generators q0; q1; q2; q3; q4; q5 can be represented by antilinear fractional
transformations ~hR0i, ~hR1i, ~hR2i, ~hR3i, ~hR4i, ~hR5i, defined by the unit ma-
trices
R0  0 11 0
 
; R1  ÿ1 01 1
 
; R2  ÿs 00 l
 
;
R3  ÿi 00 ÿi
 
; R4  ÿvg 00 ÿvg
 
; R5  ÿjg 0
0 ÿjg
 
;
where the entries of R2, R4, and R5 are defined by (4.6) and (4.7)
The direct subgroup 3; 3; 3; 4; 3 is generated by the five rotations
r1  q0q1; r2  q1q2; r3  q2q3; r4  q3q4; r5  q4q5; with defining
relations
r31  r32  r33  r44  r35  r1r22  r2r32  r3r42  r4r52
 r1r2r32  r2r3r42  r3r4r52  r1r2r3r42  r2r3r4r52
 r1r2r3r4r52  1: 9:3
The generators r1, r2, r3, r4, r5 can be represented by linear fractional
transformations hS1i, hS2i, hS3i, hS4i, hS5i, corresponding to the unit
matrices
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S1  1 1ÿ1 0
 
; S2  s 0ÿs l
 
; S3  p 00 ÿu
 
;
S4  ug 00 ug
 
; S5  s 00 s
 
:
The commutator subgroup of both 3; 3; 3; 4; 3 and 3; 3; 3; 4; 3, of re-
spective indices 4 and 2, is the ionic subgroup 3; 3; 3; 4; 3 generated by r1,
r2, r3, and r5, with the defining relations
r31  r32  r33  r35  r1r22  r2r32  r1r2r32
 r1r52  r2r52  rÿ13 r5r3rÿ15 2  1: 9:4
Since the entries of the corresponding matrices S1, S2, S3, and S5 are all Hurwitz
integers, 3; 3; 3; 4; 3 is a subgroup of the Hurwitz modular group
PSL2(Hur). In fact, it is the whole group, as we now show:
Theorem 9.1. The Hurwitz special linear group SL2(Hur) is generated by the
matrices
S1  1 1ÿ1 0
 
; S2  s 0ÿs l
 
; S3  p 00 ÿu
 
;
S5  s 00 s
 
;
where l  ÿvu, p  ÿuv, and s  ÿuÿ1vÿ1.
Proof. Since S1, S2, S3, and S5 each belong to SL2(Hur)  hA;B;M ;Ni, we need
only show that A, B, M, and N each belong to hS1; S2; S3; S5i. We begin by
noting that S31  ÿI , and we define the matrix U by
U  S3S5Sÿ13 4Sÿ13 Sÿ15 
s 0
0 l
 
:
Then it can be verified that
S1S2Uÿ1  A; USÿ12  B; S3S5S3Sÿ15 S3S5S3ÿ1  M ;
and
ÿS3S52  N :
Thus SL2(Hur)  hS1; S2; S3; S5i. 
The Hurwitz modular group PSL2(Hur) is generated by the corresponding
rotations r1, r2, r3, and r5. That is, PSL2(Hur) is isomorphic to the group
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3; 3; 3; 4; 3, the commutator subgroup of the symmetry group of the
regular honeycomb f3; 3; 3; 4; 3g.
We can use Theorem 8.2 (including the auxillary matrices C, D, and E)
to express the matrices S1; S2; S3, and S5 in terms of A, B, M, and N as
follows:
S1  AB; S2  Bÿ1U ; S3  VMNM ; and S5  UNMÿ2;
where
U  AB3Cÿ1Dÿ1Eÿ1ABACDEAB2Cÿ1Dÿ1Eÿ1
and
V  AB2Eÿ1ABABEABEÿ1
are the diagonal matrices ns, ln and np, ÿwn. Likewise, taking
/  ab3cÿ1dÿ1ÿ1abacd ab2cÿ1dÿ1 ÿ1 and w  ab2 ÿ1abab ab ÿ1;
with c  lblÿ1, d  mbmÿ1, and   mÿ1lÿ1blm, we have
r1  ab; r2  bÿ1/; r3  wlml; and r5  /mlÿ2:
These identities can be combined with relations (9.4) to give a presentation for
PSL2(Hur) in terms of the generators a, b, l, and v.
Since 3; 3; 3; 4; 3 contains 3; 4; 3; 3; 4 as a subgroup of index 10, its rotation
group 3; 3; 3; 4; 3 contains 3; 4; 3; 3; 4 as a subgroup of index 10. The latter
group has an ionic subgroup 3; 4; 3; 3; 4, which, since the matrices cor-
responding to its generators have only Hurwitz integers as entries, is also a
subgroup of 3; 3; 34; 3  PSL2(Hur), and again the index is 10. Finally,
the group 3; 4; 3; 3M; 4  PSL2(Ham), being of index 3 in 3; 4; 3; 3; 4,
is of index 30 in 3; 3; 3; 4; 3. We have thus proved.
Theorem 9.2. The Hurwitz modular group PSL2Hur contains the Hamilton
modular group PSL2Ham as a subgroup of index 30.
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